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Company Update
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Happy New Year to you All!

2018 was a record year for PIP Electrics Ltd with turnover in excess of £40M. PIP Building Services Ltd
financial year doesn’t conclude until the 31 March 2019, with all indication of another solid
performance.

We thank you all for your continued effort and loyalty to the business which has been a major factor in
our success throughout the years.

Our forward order book is strong through to the final quarter of 2019, with the focus on securing
smaller fast track M&E projects starting immediately and larger projects for the latter part of this year
and into 2020.

With the publication of BS7671:2018 IET Wiring Regulations 18th Edition, work is underway to revise
the “Standard Specification of Site Management and Workmanship (Electrical)” and we anticipate
revision 2 of the second edition being ready to issue by the summer.

Similarly, Building Services have now issued four of the five planned Standard Specifications; Pipework,
Ductwork, Refrigeration and Insulation, with the fifth specification, Commissioning to be published by
April this year.

We are always striving to improve the quality of our installations and the service we provide and our
specifications are unique to PIP which is why it’s essential that we work to them on every project.

We would welcome any suggestions you may have on how we can further improve the quality of the
installations we produce, the service we provide to our customers or the efficiency of how we achieve
them. As always, any suggestions you make that are adopted into our systems and processes will be
recognised by a financial reward.

We look forward to reviewing any suggestions you may have and thank you all once again.

Steve Brewer
PIPBS MD



Quality

PIP Website

PIP are excited to announce the launch of our new, innovative website which went live in December 2018.

The fresh look website is informative, easy to navigate and an excellent forum for viewing current and
completed projects along with ground breaking industry news and company updates.

To ensure the website evolves with changing topics, your help is required!

Please forward any project updates, industry news and interesting photos to Jodie Leeson or Tom Hawes
who have been tasked with managing the site. They welcome your input and any constructive suggestions
that may benefit the website.

Please follow our new Linkedin Company Page and update your profile as a PIP employee.

www.pip.uk.com

http://www.pip.uk.com/


Quality

COSHH Assessments and Safety Data Sheets

What is a Chemical Safety Data Sheet?

By law suppliers of chemicals must provide an up 
to date sheet if a chemical is dangerous for supply.

A chemical safety data sheet is not a risk 
assessment (COSHH assessment) and should not 
be used as a substitute for one.

A chemical safety data 
sheet is provided by the 
supplier and contains 
information on the 
chemical to help the user 
make a risk assessment 
(COSHH Assessment) 
when using the chemical. 
They describe the hazards 
the chemical presents and 
give information on 
handling, storage and 
emergency measures in 
case of an accident. 

What is a COSHH Assessment?

A COSHH assessment uses the information from 
the Chemical Safety Data Sheet and includes 
how we use the chemical; are we going to use 
the chemical for a short period of time in a well 
ventilated area or for a long period of time in a 
confined space?  

How we are going to use the chemical and for 
what period of time may change the 
precautions that need to be put in place; ensure 
windows and doors are open or only use for no 
longer than 30 minutes.

The assessment will also include first aid actions 
which will be specific to site (who is the first 
aider and where is the nearest A&E 
department) and how the chemical should be 
cleaned up after a spill and disposal procedures 
for the contaminated spill kit.

PIP hold a data base containing COSHH 
assessment for the majority of chemicals PIP 
use, however, we may not hold COSHH 
assessments for chemicals that sub contractors 
use.   It has been noted that some sub 
contractors are attaching chemical safety data 
sheets instead of COSHH assessments.

Ensuring you have the correct COSHH 
assessments for any chemicals used on site and 
ensure they are included within your RAMS.

Anybody wishing more advice on Safety Data 
sheets or COSHH assessment should contact
Kevin Stafford or Mark Ashworth at Fenton House.
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Project Update

In July 2011, Shell UK announced that a joint venture between
Canary Wharf Group and Qatari Diar had bought a 999 year lease
on the Shell Centre for £300m and would redevelop the complex
originally built in 1961.

PIP are approximately 75% complete on the existing Shell Tower
Refresh project which was retained as the centre piece for the
rest of new Southbank Place scheme and will comprise of new
offices, shops, restaurants and 600 residential homes. The 20
York Road development houses a three tier building which Shell
will occupy in August 2019. The new space is linked to the
existing tower via the basement and on levels 4 and 8.

The Shell Fit-Out is being carried out with Overbury PLC as the
main contractor and AECOM as the M&E consultants. The
building has a fast track programme of 44 weeks. The scope of
works includes a new high specification restaurant on level 4,
multiple SER rooms, two MER rooms, new offices/trading floors
and UPS system including rising Bus-Bars.

Shell - 20 York Road

PIP clearly understand the challenge involved in delivering such a large scale project in a short space of time and
have assembled a group of project managers, supervisors and operatives accordingly.

The project has been split between management teams which includes Sean McLoughlin (Levels 6 to 8), Danny
Howell (Levels 4 & 5), Victor Cross (Level 1-3), Colin Jepps (Infrastructure/UPS) and Brendon Robert’s managing
the early handover over of the MER and SER rooms. Jeff Craven has taken on the role of senior site manager
while Lee Cable, Mark Gooden and Kevin Hales are supervising their allocated floors.



Shell have embraced the process of Building
Information Modelling from design to
construction for collaborative purposes, this
is a live 3D model where all parties input
their installed services.

Over the past few years this has involved
real investment on software and training
which enable PIP to not only resource single
projects but to have a complete new
drawing production process that runs
alongside and complements our existing
CAD team.

Project Update

Shell - 20 York Road

Paul Mullen, our lead BIM co-ordinator at 20 York Road, is based on site and is tasked with controlling
the flow of vast amounts of information and updates between all parties including our off site BIM
team and achieves this with great success.

PIP are confident this project can be delivered to a very high standard which will be reflected in the 
quality of finish and final product to the Perkins and Wills architectural design.
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Quality and Technical Update

Engineering Solutions

PIP as a company excel at overcoming difficult 
installations. One of the problems that has arisen 
recently at the Bank Street project is that when 
installing supplies to the smoke dampers, it was noted 
that the FP600 cables that were to be terminated into 
fuse connection units throughout the building, would 
take up too much space within the enclosure, and 
therefore the cover plate could not fix securely to the 
back box. 

The answer was, we needed a bigger box. With no off 
the shelf solution available, something had to be 
designed to overcome this problem.

Looking back to when a hole was cut into a metallic 
trunking lid and a frame then bolted over the hole as a 
mounting point, the question was asked. “Why 
couldn’t we do this to an adaptable box?” So Burnell
Switchgear were approached and asked to mock up a 
sample. What they came back with suited our needs 
perfectly.

This system is now being used throughout the site 
where FP600,  3 core is being terminated to 
accessories.

The parts used are as follows:

• The adaptable box is from Hobby Homes (AB44PGP)

• The accessory mounting frame is from MK (K2200)

• The fused connection unit is from MK (K983ALM)

• The adaptable box modification is by Burnell
Switchgear

Multiple FP600 cables can now be 
terminated into this accessory box with 
ease. Also leaving enough room for a third 
party contractor to make their connections.  
This largely eliminates the risk of damaging 
the cable as it keeps the SWA gland away 
from the points of termination.

An extremely neat solution to the problem. 
With over 700 of these fused connection 
units now fitted, a huge amount of time 
has been saved.



Health & Safety

What the Future Holds for Manual Handling ...............

Manual handling on site is conducted by all operatives in 
some form and is a normal daily activity.  In Construction 
there were an estimated 51,000 work-related cases of 
musculoskeletal disorder (new or long-standing) during 2017-
2018.  Manual handling techniques include reducing the 
weight of the load, team lifts and utilising manual handling 
devices such as pallet truck or sack barrow to reduce the 
strain from manual handling.

So ...... What does the future hold......?

Willmott Dixon have been trialing an ‘Eksovest’.  An Upper 
body protective exoskeleton vest that supports the arms 
during heavy lifting.  The Eksovest could reduce the cases of 
musculoskeletal disorder, it would also mean less exertion on 
the individual, leading to improved productivity and less 
fatigue.

If the trials are successful Willmott Dixon may require this 
item as standard across their sites.

(All Photographs are courtesy of CIOB Construction Manager Magazine)
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Personal Protective Equipment

Five point PPE is becoming mandatory across  sites, in 
addition you may be required to wear PPE that is task specific.   
PPE must be worn correctly and in good condition to ensure 
your own safety and to reflect the company standards.  The 
consequence of not wearing the correct PPE could be life 
changing and have a dramatic effect on your ability to work 
short or long term.   PPE is to be worn correctly at all times 
and is a mandatory requirement.



Environmental

Waste Management

If you have any questions regarding waste transfer notes please 
contact Mark Ashworth at Mark.ashworth@pip.uk.com

All contractors produce waste and PIP is no exception.  Waste management starts at the design stage where 
cable runs are calculated and the requirement for prefabrication off site is specified.  These measures along with 
accurate ordering of materials by the Project Manager will reduce the amount of waste we produce on site.  

However there will always be an amount still produced and this must be disposed of in the correct way.

The majority of waste will be disposed of by the main contractor.   As a company we still have a duty of care to 
ensure that we follow any instructions from the main contractor and handle waste in a responsible way.
This can include removing waste to the collection point (bins or skips) in a timely manner ensuring the work area 
is tidy (good housekeeping).  Most if not all main contractors require waste to be segregated at source by placing 
the waste in the correct bin.  Also you may be required to back load cable drums and packaging back to the 
supplier on their next delivery.

On the occasions that PIP is the main contractor the removal of waste will be our responsibility.  This also 
includes scrap metal and COSHH materials.  This will be removed from site by either a licensed waste disposal 
contractor or the PIP delivery van.  PIP is registered with the Environment Agency as an upper tier waste carrier. 
This means that site waste can be removed by the PIP delivery van and small amounts can be removed from site 
in the other PIP vans. 

It is a legal requirement for PIP to know where all of the waste that has left our site has gone. 

Each consignment of waste removed must have a waste transfer note detailing what and how much has been 
removed and where it has gone.  Waste transfer notes must be kept for a period of three years and can be 
audited by PIP, client or landlord at any time.  At the end of the project the client may request copies of all waste 
transfer notes from the project.  It is the responsibility of the project manager and site supervisor to ensure all 
waste transfer notes are retained from the project.  On project completion the waste transfer notes should be 
passed to the QSHE Manager so they can be viewed during the environmental audit process.
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Health & Safety

Safety Health and Environmental Handbook

In September the PIP Safety Health & Environmental Booklet
was updated and reissued to all Employees.

It is important to remember the PIP Safety Health and
Environmental Booklet along with the Standard Specification of
Site Management and Workmanship Booklets should always
be readily available whilst you are working on site.

These booklets are issued for your guidance on health and
safety or the specification of workmanship required by PIP.

If you have not received a copy please contact the Office
Manager at Fenton House to request a copy email

Jodie.leeson@pip.uk.com

Safety Health &

Environmental

Policy

Revisions Date Initials

10 Revised September 2015 GB

11 Revised June2017 MA

12 Revised September 2018 MA

2019 Driver Questionnaire 

If you use your vehicle during working hours, it is PIP’s duty to
ensure you hold a valid driving licence and are insured to drive
your vehicle on business use.

Please ensure you complete the Driver’s Questionnaire and
return to Jodie Leeson with a copy of your Insurance certificate.
A licence check will be carried out on receipt of the
Questionnaire.

Failure to return the form may result in any claims for business
miles being rejected.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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Health & Safety 

CSCS Cards and Trade Qualifications

PIP Employee Handbook

It is a mandatory requirement for every PIP operative working on site to 
have an in date CSCS card. A copy of the card is held a Fenton House by 
the health and safety team. This information is also placed on the PIP 
training database so operatives can be reminded when their card is due 
to run out and arrange for the renewal of the card.  When you renew 
your card please ensure that a scanned copy or a good quality photo (of 
the front and back of the card) from a smart phone is sent to Kevin 
Stafford at Fenton House.

When a new starter begins work for PIP it is the Project Manager’s 
responsibility to ensure that a copy of the CSCS card and any trade or 
health and safety qualifications held by the operative are sent to Fenton 
House.  Failing to hold this information could result in access to site 
being denied.

In November last year, the PIP Employee Handbook was updated 
and reissued to all PAYE Employees. The November 2018 addition 
reflects the introduction of the General Data Protection 
Regulations (GDPR), what it means to us and how PIP Employees 
are to manage data. 

It also sets out the main company policies and procedures that all 
employees need to be aware of whilst working for PIP.  
All employees should familiarise themselves with this handbook 
and comply at all times.  Any questions with regards to its 
content should be referred to a manager.

If you have not received a copy please contact the Office 
Manager at Fenton House and a copy will be sent to you.

An electronic copy is also available on the Company server; 
S:\Useful Information\Employee Handbook
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Health & Safety

Stress and Mental Health at Work

Did you know that mental illness is something that that will be experienced by 1 in
4 people in the UK each year?

MENTAL HEALTH is how we think, feel and behave.

WORK RELATED STRESS is the adverse reaction people have to excessive pressure or other types of demand
placed on them at work.

ANXIETY is an unpleasant feeling when you feel worried, uneasy or distressed about something that may or
may not be about to happen.

DEPRESSION is when you have feelings of extreme sadness, despair or inadequacy that lasts for more than 2
weeks.

Mental illness can effect anyone, it is not beholden to age, colour or social upbringing. More
recently with the exposure from public figures such as Alistair Campbell, Ryan Reynolds and Will
Young talking publicly about their demons, more of us are aware of the disabling contributes mental
illness brings with it; however a lot more work needs to be done to raise awareness especially in
the construction industry.

The workforce in the construction industry is predominantly male (and
men are thought to not be as open about their feelings in general as
women) and exposed to a range of stress factors: e.g. heavy workloads,
long working hours, extensive travel, family separation, fear of
redundancy and job insecurity. Pressure at work and home can lead to
mental health conditions and each individual will deal with each
situation differently.

Confidential help and advice is available if you are concerned about your
own mental health. PIP will be distributing cards with useful contact
numbers on for various organisations who can give the confidential
support you may need

Mark Ashworth (QSHE Manager) has qualified as a Mental Health First
Aider and can be called on Direct Line: 01268 886906 or Mob:
07471226178 for confidential help and advice by anyone in the
company.

.
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Work & Play

The Future Generation Are Ready .........

In September 2018, PIP took on three new Electrical Apprentices. 
From the many applications that the company received and after
completing an online JTL entrant examination, sitting a colour eye
test and enduring several rounds of interviews, the final 
apprentices were selected. 

Six months now into the apprenticeship scheme, many of you 
may have worked and supported the new apprentices but for 
those who haven’t, PIP would like to welcome Billy Ellis, Harvey 
Jepps and Evan Michaels to the team. 

The young apprentices have been signed up with JTL a leading 
work-based learning provider that serves approximately 7,000 
apprentices for a dedicated four year course.  Taking your first 
steps onto a lively site can be daunting in many ways but after an 
in depth PIP health safety and welfare induction the new recruits
had good understanding of what was required of them before 
starting on site.

All three boys have been busy on site and at college; Billy & Evan 
attend Barking & Dagenham College whilst Harvey attends 
Croydon College. Between them they have worked on a number 
of sites already which include Portman Square, News UK, Here 
East, Telehouse, Bank Street and 20 York Road.

So far the boys have had a great start with PIP and are all 
enjoying working on site and attending College.  We all have our 
own memories of those early years on site and we urge everyone
to offer their learned support and guidance to ensure the next 
generation complete a successful Apprenticeship.

Anybody wishing to apply for an Electrical Apprenticeship in 
2019 should send a CV and covering letter to Claire Horne at 
claire.horne@pip.uk.com. 

Evan Michaels

Harvey Jepps

Billy Ellis
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PIP Proud to Sponsor Welling United FC U10’s 

Grassroots football has probably touched all our
lives at some point whether your a loyal fan, a
parent screaming from the sideline, played in your
youth or play now to keep your fitness levels up
we have all experienced the passion that comes
from the game.

When PIP were approached by Welling United to
sponsor their U10’s it was with great pride that we
agreed. Clubs often rely solely on generous and
supportive sponsorships which go towards
providing the best facilities, equipment, coaches
and kit ensuring Youth Academy's are equipped to
train and develop the talent of the future.

Supporting Charities at Christmas

Three deserving charities benefited this year as staff at both
Fenton House and Harbour Exchange swapped suits for Jeans
and Christmas Jumpers and dug deep in pockets, donating to a
Charity Christmas Tree.

£212 was raised and split between the charities ‘Genes 4 Jeans’,
‘Happy Days’ & ‘Save the Children Christmas Jumper Day’ all of
whom support children who need just that extra special care and
provide magical days away with memories to share.

Thank You to All that supported these amazing charities.
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Work & Play

Canary Wharf Contractors Fund (“CWCF”) Dragon Boat Event 

Each year CWC organise a fund raising event of
Dragon Boat Racing. Having missed a year, PIP
bravely accepted the gauntlet (or should we say oar)
to fight a worthy battle. With a 10 strong crew they
proudly raced the 30ft boat down the wharf waters.
Projecting pure grit and determination to cross the
finish line ahead of their competitors, encouraged by
boisterous and loyal supporters along the quay side
of the Docklands Watersports & Sailing Club, PIP
were sadly robbed by seconds.

After the races were complete, CWCF presented a
cheque for £10,000 to the Building Lives
Foundation; a charity that enables young people
from some of London’s most deprived communities
to gain training and apprenticeships within the
construction industry.

PIP are proud to have been a part of this great
event !

Christmas and Birthday Celebrations

Over the festive season the normal
Christmas Celebrations were held
across PIP. This year came with an
extra twist as three landmark
birthdays were shared on the same
day. Claire, Anthony and Barbara
all shared a nought on the 10th of
December and celebrated with an
amazing cake from PIP.

New Starter

PIP welcomes Electrical Project
Manager Sam Swaysland to the
Team! Sam is currently working
on the Shell Project at 20 York
Road and can be contacted on
07741 144 736.



NAME TITLE EXT MOBILE NO.

ADAM STEVENS Site Supervisor 07739 322 140

ALAN CABLE Snr Site Manager 07825 670 631

ALEX CUE Project Manager 333 07391  866 385

ANDREW MURPHY Project Manager 325 07471  226 184

ANTHONY YIANGOU Project Manager 232 07471 216 772

BARBARA BUCZEK Accounts 202

BARRY OSBORNE Senior Estimator 236 07808 771 518

BILLY CRAVEN Project Manager 328 07808 771 513

BRENDON ROBERTS Project Manager 238 07587  039 492

BRIAN STAMP Site Supervisor 07739 322 143

CARL CONWAY Site Supervisor 07960  310 869

CATIA CARVALHO Doc Controller 07539  343 397

CHRIS ANDREWS S&M PM 226 07901 516 083

CHRIS HINES Financial Controller 218 07391  866 296

CLAIRE HORNE Admin – HX 320

COLIN JEPPS Project Manager 07976 698 307

DANIEL FINNEGAN Project Manager 309 07826 538 435

DANNY HOWELL Project Manager 256 07825 670 635

DAROLL WOOD Credit Control 210

DAN SMITH Project Manager 323 07388  381 970

DAVE ALSTON Design Manager 07966 241 428

DAVID BATES Site Supervisor 07884 866 850

DAWN STIRLING PIPBS Accounts 234

DEBBIE FLETCHER 

VAL FREEMAN
Purchase Ledger 219

DUNCAN MACKIE CAD 07587  039 465

GARRY JONES Project Surveyor 304 07904 457 912

GARRY MERISON Project Manager 209 07831 578 219

GARY NEEP Site Supervisor 07831 252 618

GARY PASCOE
PIP MD

PIPBS Director

223

323
07836 708 755

GEORGE NORTH PM (Trainee) 307 07900  731 668

GLENN ORCHARD CAD 257

HARRY WEEKES LIS MD 318 07972  574 392

IAN GOODWIN Commissioning Mgr 316 07976  663 081

IAN LARGE Project Manager 329 07887 453 477

IAN PLUMMER Project Manager 216 07831 436 321

JAMES SMART Trainee QS 314 07713  469 627

JEFF CRAVEN Snr Site Manager 07887 453 476

JIM WARD Project Director 310 07768 055 405

JODIE LEESON Office Manager 200 07587 039 489

JOHN DEACON Cost Manager 331 07342  949 897

JOHN GILBEY Senior Estimator 221 07969 812 799

JOHN MASLEN PIPE PM 327 07824 145 685

JOHN MURPHY Senior Estimator 212 07969 802 591

JOSE GUERREIRO CAD 07455  008 687

KELLY BURDETT Admin Assistant 201

KEVIN HALES Site Supervisor 07739 322 142

KEVIN MAHONEY S&M Manager 227 07880 784 303

Contact Numbers

NAME TITLE EXT MOBILE NO.

KEVIN STAFFORD H&S Manager 207 07887 456 982

LEE CABLE Site Supervisor 07884  866 813

LOUISE TAYLOR Accounts Assistant 201

LUKAS SPRISL CAD 313 07895  108 457

LUKE BLAKEMORE Cost Manager 233 07471 226 177

MARK ASHWORTH QSHE Manager 206 07471  226 178

MARK FRETWELL Purchasing 224 07825 670 636

MATT ALLGROVE Purchasing 235

MICK HAYES Project Director 213 07831 578 220

MIKE ELLIS Project Manager 205 07469 144 413

NATHAN FUTTER Site Supervisor 07884 866 851

NEALE STEVENS Quality Inspector 07960 585 527

PAT CLARKE Site Supervisor 07976 616 009

PAUL FLETCHER Van Driver 07770  581 845

PAUL MULLEN CAD 318

PAUL SHEPHERD Project Manager 07738 415 395

PETER BOLTON Site Supervisor 07866  629 966

PETER COOPER Q&C Manager 334 07342  949 898

RICHARD HOWLETT Project Manager 215 07500 055 760

RICKY SEYMOUR CAD 258

ROB MOORE Site Supervisor 07887 453 474

ROBERT JANEWAY Senior Estimator 217 07792 498 312

ROSS TROPMAN CAD 317

RUSSELL TURNER Site Supervisor 07824 145 686

RYAN WHITTLE Project Manager 330 07469  145 304

SAM BALDAN CAD 319

SAM SWAYSLAND Project Manager 338 07741  144 736

SCOTT WALLBERG Site Supervisor 07951  181 415

SEAN McLOUGHLIN Project Manager 222 07908 260 482

STEVE BREWER
PIP Contracts 

Director/PIPBS MD
303 07831 578 221

TERRY ROSLING Project Manager 305 07747 757 164

TERRY SHEEHAN Qualified Supervisor 211 07787 151 519

TOM HAWES Admin / I.T. Dept 229 07808 762 594

TOM LEW Project Manager 311 07469 144 455

TOM SWAYSLAND Estimating Manager 233 07790  581 074

TONY ANGELL Design Manager 230 07393  465 439

VICTOR CROSS Project Manager 208 07768 013 409

WARREN PHILP Project Director 326 07971 660 510

WAYNE DEXTER Project Manager 306 07812 579 388

Harry Weekes – Managing Director
M:  07972  574 392   T:  01268  886 998
E:  harry.weekes@lis-ltd.com
W:  www.liveinnovativesolutions.com

mailto:harry.weekes@lis-ltd.com
http://www.liveinnovativesolutions.com/


Head Office:

Fenton House, Fenton Way, Southfields 
Business Park, Basildon Essex, SS15 6TD

London  Office:  

1 Exchange Tower, Harbour Exchange, 
London E14 9GE

Tel: 01268 541 651

E-mail:  enquiries@pip.uk.com


